Power transmission systems using gears require both large capacity and miniaturization. As a result, the gears used in power transmission need to be strong enough to withstand high loads and high engine speeds. Because surface damage and temperature are related, it is very important to know the surface temperature of gears in operation. However, measuring the surface temperature of gears in operation is difficult. As an effective means to measure the surface temperature, method of using dissimilar metals is known. The voltage proportional to surface temperature was produced by contacting dissimilar metals. This is known as Seebeck effect. The authors tried to use two simple ferrous metals. In this study, S55C (Carbon steel) and SUS316 (Stainless steel) were selected to dissimilar metals. Both dissimilar metals were heat-treated and surfaces were hardened. SUS316 was performed plasma carburizing process and S55C was performed induction hardening. As for the gear, it is known that the two or more teeth will mesh simultaneously. In order to remove the influence of the number of tooth in operation, the gear of two sheets were made into the one structure meshed by turns (combined lacked gear). When making the gear of two sheets into one structure meshed by turns. The experiments were operated on maximum condition of contact pressure 1.47GPa in a pitch point. As a result, surface temperature measured almost successfully by combined lacked gear by SUS316 plasma carburizing process and S55C induction hardening. When we compared the experimental values and the theoretical values using Blok's formula, surface temperatures on gear teeth values were largely same.
緒 言

歯車を用いた動力伝達装置への要求として，高強度・軽量・省スペース化などが挙げられる．これらの要求に 応えるためには，歯車を小型にし，高負荷・高回転数での運転が必要となる．高負荷・高回転数での歯車の運転
Basic study on measurement of surface temperature at high contact pressure by dynamic thermocouple with dissimilar hardened gears [Yokoyama et al.] [This research]
With nickel plating Without plating 2 生まれることが挙げられる．池条らの研究(池条他，2009)では歯車の材質に，熱電対でよく用いられる，鉄-コン Fig.1 A schematic diagram a comparison between this research and a conventional study. In this research, the thermoelectromotive force will be measured using dissimilar hardened metals without plating. 
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